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Crime Determines Civil Rights In Charleston SC 
Justice Department Cover up 

CRIMINAL CORRUPTION AND COVERUP IN THE ADMINISTRATION; 
NAACP BACK DOOR INTO THE EEOC CONTROLS JUSTICE; RADIO 

OWNERSHIP FILES FRAUDULENT EEO REPORT
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Phoenix, Arizona (February 8, 2004) On March 7, 2002 President Bush announced a "Ten-Point Plan to 
Improve Corporate Responsibility and Protect America's Shareholders." While the Administration is 
striking out at business, it is covering up corruption within government.  

Lee Kent Hempfling is the plaintiff in 21 allegations of federal and state felony counts submitted to: John 
Ashcroft, R. Alexander Acosta USDOJ Civil Rights Division, Henry McMaster, SC Attorney General, 
Robert S. Mueller, Director of FBI, Governor Mark Sanford of SC, Cari M. Dominguez, Chair of the 
EEOC, J. Strom Thurmond, United States Attorney for SC, Michael Powell, Chair of the FCC, Glenn A. 
Fine, Inspector General, and Roy Cooper NC Attorney General.  

"Each of these people received the document demanding justice. But that was only after Senator Lindsey 
Graham's office spent five months covering up the allegations of corruption between the EEOC and the 
South Carolina NAACP, eventually sending them to the accused (the EEOC)."  

Hempfling included Richard Perry, Senator Graham's Chief of Staff and Jean Price of Graham's Mt 
Pleasant SC office in charges of obstructing justice in refusal to forward allegations to the justice 
department.  

It started after Hempfling was fired from his job as Program Director of WCOO (FM) in Charleston S.C. 
He had spent the previous months trying to hire an African-American female to a full time job. Patricia 
Thompson, before Hempfling arrived had been passed over for promotion, paid far less than other part-
timers and suffered under discrimination at the station. Her complaint, filed with the EEOC stated, "In fact, 
a white manager tried to get them to hire me to a full time job and they refused and forced him out." She 
took her complaint to the South Carolina NAACP.  

Hempfling filed a complaint directly with the EEOC.  

The most recent email from EEOC Program Manager Billy Sanders of the Charlotte Regional Office 
explained the setup, "...the documents in her file don't mention you in a positive way because she feels you 
were part of her problem and did not go to bat for her for a full time job so you will need a statement from 
her to support some of your case."  

Sanders went on to turn Hempfling's case around, "RE: Harassment you need to know that if they took 
some type of discipline against the harasser and it ended we might not find a violation of the law despite 
having the graphic info. But we will cross them bridges when we get to them."  



After sending private secure usernames and passwords to each recipient of the demand for prosecution, an 
AT&T access account from Charlotte logged in to the secure location (where prosecutors were given the 
opportunity to view the extensive evidence in the case) using the private credentials of Cari Dominguez, 
Chair of the EEOC. The access came from Fayetteville NC, obviously not Dominguez.  

The intruder, who could only have received those credentials from inside the Office of the Chair of EEOC 
did not make it inside the secure server as Dominguez's name was misspelled in the server. EEOC was 
banned from access after that incident.  

Thompson, mother of University of South Carolina Defensive End (#91) Moe Thompson settled her case 
with WCOO, L.M. Communications Inc., (Lynn Martin of Lexington, KY) in May 2003, after Sanders had 
canceled Hempfling's fact-finding meeting.  

L.M. Communications Inc. filed FCC 396, The Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity Report with the 
FCC on July 28, 2003. Sanders and the EEOC had never processed, never ruled and never held a fact-
finding meeting in Hempfling's EEOC case and as of his letter of August 20, 2003 was presenting a 
continuation to Hempfling. Sanders wrote, "I am waiting to hear from their attorney re the Fact Finding 
Conference. I will be leaving the office shortly and will not be back until next Wednesday so if you need 
me you can call me on my cell @ (704) 564-9464. C U Later "  

L.M. Communications' FCC 396 listed Hempfling's case as "IN LATE 2002, A FORMER EMPLOYEE, 
LEE HEMPFLING, FILED A COMPLAINT BEFORE THE EEOC (FILE NO. 140A20187) AGAINST 
WCOO ALLEGING WRONGFUL TERMINATION BECAUSE OF HIS JEWISH HERITAGE. THE 
LICENSEE DISPUTES THIS CLAIM. THERE HAS BEEN NO FURTHER ACTION TAKEN BY THE 
EEOC ON THIS MATTER."  

The case number is not Hempfling's case number. The accusation was retaliation, not heritage and the 
EEOC was obviously talking about contacting the broadcaster's lawyers about a 'fact-finding' meeting 
months after that illegal and fraudulent form was filed. Hempfling had suffered 42 different acts of 
harrassment including receiving a threatening email containing the photo of Yassar Arafat and Palestinian 
gunmen and an illegal reduction in station power during a rating period.  

If the USDOJ had bothered to look at any of the evidence they were given access to they would have found 
copies of all original documents submitted by Patricia Thompson to the NAACP; a copy of Thompson's 
signed and dated original EEOC Form5 submission; documents and emails written by Thompson, Darby 
and others showing Sanders' claims to be fraudulent and the documents contained in the settled case to be 
tampered with; Thompson's complaint letters to L.M. Communications showing the truth of her original 
claims and many other documents proving beyond any doubt that numerous civil rights were violated in 
this case.  

Patricia Thompson had submitted her EEOC complaint to the South Carolina NAACP through The 
Reverend Joseph Darby and then SCNAACP First V.P. Dwight James. Hempfling had submitted his EEOC 
complaint directly to EEOC in the mail. It took repeated demands and two months for a confirmation to be 
sent to Hempfling and then it was dated on a date documents show it was not received on.  

Hempfling had submitted a valid complaint of seven FCC rule and law violations to the FCC, three times. 
Each one was lost and ignored. The EEOC complaint contained a copy of it.  

A radio station facing license renewal (filed July 28, 2003) settled a case claiming unequal pay and 
discriminatory terms and conditions of employment in order to get rid of the much larger case facing them 
from Hempfling and Billy Sanders of the EEOC claimed in his final correspondence with Hempfling to 
have taken care of the details.  



Civil rights were violated by EEOC, FCC, SCNAACP, L.M. Communications and individuals.  

On 2, February 2004 The Justice Department's Civil Rights Division wrote Hempfling to inform him "We 
have carefully reviewed the information you furnished." (The USDOJ never accessed the extensive 
evidence provided for the case). "However, we have determined that your complaint does not involve a 
prosecutable violation of federal criminal civil rights statutes."  

In a further insult the USDOJ recommended, "You may wish to contact the nearest legal aid program..."  

Hempfling and his wife Suesie, who's marriage was in a radio station, on the air in Fort Smith Arkansas and 
covered by CNN over a decade ago, lost everything they had attempting to stay in South Carolina for the 
'fact-finding' conference. The USDOJ was not advised of that fact.  

"We put country above self," Said Hempfling, " as we stuck it out as long as we could after we learned 
Sanders was working for the South Carolina NAACP and was killing my case to get the African-
American's case preferential treatment. It was something my President had asked citizens to do and we felt 
it was right. It meant we stayed too long. It meant we ran out of money and sold everything we owned in a 
cheap garage sale, just to have money to drive to a place where a roof might be."  

Hempfling continued, "Of all of the Presidents I have lived with in my life, George Bush has been the only 
one I actually felt love for, but if this is what his Administration does to people who suffer at the hands of a 
Republican Senator, bureaucrats, a Republican Justice Department and special racially discriminating 
interests, my wife Suesie and I are two conservative Republicans who insist this Administration either puts 
a stop to covering up corruption inside this government or is replaced by one that will."  

L.M. Communications lied in federal forms and paid a settlement created in fraud after firing a white 
person for attempting to uphold the rights of a black person. FCC lost and covered up a valid detailed 
complaint, sent repeatedly, involving regulations and laws. EEOC refused to hear the white person's case 
and used it to receive a settlement for the African -American's case in order to give preferential treatment to 
a minority and protect a radio station's license. A United States Senator's office refuses to advise Justice of 
their knowledge of federal offenses for five months. The Justice Department refuses to look at the evidence 
and rules it is not a valid civil rights case.  

If this is not a violation of civil rights: Americans do not have any.  

Not one federal or state prosecutor has acquired the evidence. The only response has been from the Civil 
Rights Criminal Division (they were sent a copy as well, but it was returned with their public box closed) 
and US Attorney J. Strom Thurmond will not return Hempfling's telephone call.  

Access to the secure site for prosecutors is available to the media by request and agreement to 
confidentiality.  

"Our government has blown us off." Says Hempfling (known as Lee Kent in radio), "My wife and I are 
STILL wholly against bigotry of any nature. I did the right thing at the station."  

The press has been given access to the extensive documentation involved in this case through a 'press kit' 
collection.  
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